-4 Psychedelic
Q

By Jack Bernstein
To borrow a phrase, "it's the
,o
o- shape of rock to come." Andy
Warhol's Expanding Plastic Inevitable featuring The Velvet Un=
c derground with Nico performed
their new 'psychedelic rock' at
,
the Institute of Contemporary Art
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Saturday. The biggest difference
between this music and the stuff
you get on 'frantic forty' radio
is that you have to see this to
'believeit.
Simultaneous movies
i-The performance started with a
couple of movies, projected on the
same screen at the same time;

somehow it was coherent. After
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Quartef gives fiery performance
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what seemed a sensible amount
of time which allowed people to
adjust to this strange environment (in addition to the films, a
globe
mirrmred
multi-faceted
spewed splotches of light about
the hall in every direction), the
Velvet Underground set up for
their performance. It was imned-

lately apparent who Nico was:
a striking, six-foot, blonde, amazon-like woman, whose presence
pervaded the hall as the projectors switched from a movie of a
"fag in drag" to color and black
and white closeups of her. Their
'All Tmorrows
first number,
Parties,' which, incidentally, has
been released by Verve records,
featured Nico singing, and the
Underground, electric bass, electric guitar, electric piano, and supersonic drums, providing the
most driving backing I've ever
heard. In addition, the Underground features a super-sensual
go-go troupe, vho may, if they
get exposure, do more for popular dancing than ten Chubby

By Jolm Montanus
quartet is at once
'string
nhe
the most restricted and the most
challenging of musical forms.
First established by Haydn, the
quartet has remained to this day,
essentially the same. For a cora-

(CLUSIVELY ON ) Warner Bothers Records

Back oay Theatre
TWO
NITES

Sat. Nov. 19-8:30 P.M.
Sun. Nov. 20-8:00 P.M.

Tickets: $5, $4, $3.50, $2.50
on sale now at BOX OFFICE
Hub & Tyson Ticket agenciesBoston, Out of Town News &
Ticket -Harvard Sq.
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technical armament of Velvet Underground is sometiing fantastic
to behold. Besides the movie pro-

jectors and musical instruments,
the dancers used two huge electric fLashlights as torches which,

more ut of skiing
with
~.
The new season is just around the
corner, and there's no better way to
get set for it than with SKIING.
The new November issue gives you
the low-down on what the experts
really think about some of the leading brands of skis...provides invaluable technique tips on the proper
use of poles . . previews the latest
skiwear styles...shows why our girl
competitors are getting better andbetter ... covers the skiing scene from
Val d' Isere' France to Heavenly Valley, California in full color...and lots
more.
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Photo by Bill Ingram
a group from Hungary, performed a

ser's.

Since the series is certainly not rhythm, accenting its Hungarian
inteded
o b merly idacicpai11 and melancholy.
Henze work pedantic
has been takenety dachoe
carendd
.H,.
5b
9
TeetQtaet(.
care has 'been taken to, choose
952) y .
Quartet
The
Drolnext
top-rate artists. T
Bartok's
where
tet-viol ngists Edamrd Drolc and W. Henze failed
Water Peshk, violinist Stefano scceded. Perhaps it Is a quartet-

~al display. The Adagio ("l=ang-
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sam") had a lovely passage for
viola, accompanied by the 'cello
pizzicato and the second violin
hol.ding a flute-like organ to)ne.

This movernent in particular demonstrated the fine tone quality
s ofre hichtheDrole Quartet is
player's quartet, ibut to tsrfhich
e' the
*~~dantie.
ca
vewer it Was purely pedantic. cap e.
The next concert in the series,
The " con gratia' section wasn't.
13, wi0l
It offered teoo little cntra@. to planned, for NovemberA
ns'of three of Bartok's quar.
effe
except
ct,
motionl
have any e
tets, perfore by the Hungarian
soPo
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The Quartet ir C M
uet.
16, 'by Paul ,Hmndemath, was t
most gratifying work of the per- structive and interesting view of
formance. Mi.denuth is not a- the range of the abilities of one
frad to use a diatonic scale every of our century's outstanding comandrefreshns.
then, and the
now
purity of a simple trad after a
series of tense discords is both e0eoo'oe00:'oeeeeeeeoe

often fiery interpretation of works
optical design (Op Art) which efand Hindemith.
fected an interplay between the by Bartok, Henze
(1927) is
Third
Quartet
Bar.tok's
background movies, the dancers,
and the music. The most startling an example of atoal use of the
of all was two huge gas-discharge string quartet. It employs the
lamps which would flash 'in syn- whole range of techniques used
copated time as the music reach- by modem string players--fluteed its climax. The only aspect of like overtones, glissandi, different
the performance which could bowing methods. But while it exhave been improved upon was the hibited the ultimate in technical
groups tendency to rely on the diversity, it was not merely an.
iiI
background
material for too long academie exercise in string quarbetween nubrers, but once the
music started, all was forgiven.
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Ophthalmologists 'prescriptions are filled promptly --- accurately.
EXcellent ,selection of frames 'for-Men-Women-Chlldran.
*" Office Hours: Monday-Saturday, 8:50-5:30 - Lunch 23 (Closed)
Phone 491-4230, Ext. 50 or from MIT di al
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PHILA& CAUDETTE MARKELL
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.8:30 p.m.
BM Tickets: $4.oD/3.00/200
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! 2.>....IM.A. Greenhill presents
Noted
t o . for the best Sandwiches'
~
out.
take
or
in
eat
to
'a' distinguished 'program of
i
take
out.
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~
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Baroque and Renaissance music
FAMOUS ROAST BEEF SPECIAL .l
NEXT TO CUSTOMER SERVICE INB OOK DEPARTENT
with ALFRED DELLER and
CHWJS-KA WUS
K
RefundSANDWI6
Pafrnage
5Quality and Service is Our ByWOrd
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freshness into such a narrow formm
is not always easy.
Quartet problem
The kMIT Department of Humianities is again presenring a
series of concerts demonstrating
the solutions various composers
have found to -the problens of
handling two violins, one.' viola,
and one 'cello in artistic
bination. The first concertin te

fect. Other effects were produced Passagio, and 'ecellistGeorge Don
accurate and
by slides projecting patterns of derer -presented an
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The Drotc Quarfe,
series, performed by the Drolc series of three selections fromn the works of Bartok, H. W. Henze,
Optical effects
Quartet in Kresge Sunday, featur- and Paul Hindemith. The conceret was held Sunday in Kresge
In addition to the personnel, the
ed works by three modern comPo- Auditorium, sponsored by the department of Humanities.

Checkers.

when waved about in the darkness, produced a hypnotic ef-
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poser to inject origPnality and
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brisk, bracing
: the original

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves'
/,

spice-fresh 1otionl 1.25

1.00

2

lasting freshness
glides on fast, .
never sticky! 1.00
I'~~~~~~~~~."

All in the November issue of

JUST 60¢. ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF-PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
RATE-AVAILABLE THROUGH
- COLLEGE BOOKSTORES.

SKI TESTS: Hart Kneissl-Rossignol
.SkiWith Us: France - California -Vermont
I Stein Eriksen comes to Instruction Corner
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,,With that crilsp,. clean masculine aroma!
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